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Introduction

Kingham Hill School Days (KHSD) is the KHS alumni website run by an independent team made up of 

individuals with varied skills who organise others and the material which has and will be published.

The aims of the KHSD are to:

 maintain the brotherhood of former pupils

 perpetuate the memory of the founder of Kingham Hill School: Charles Edward Baring Young

 perpetuate the memory of those former members of staff who did so much to create the "spirit of the hill"

 enable former pupils and others to view our history archive first hand

 encourage former pupils to contribute to the website themselves

 assist former pupils to maintain contact with other members

 promote re-unions both on and off "the hill"

The independence of the KHSD protects the future of the website by;

 Insulating it from any negative events which may occur in other organisations

 Ensuring any group or individual involved with KHS past or present is represented fairly

 Preserving the KHSD management structure, allowing decisions to be made without the inevitable delays of committee.

Funding

The KHSD is funded, both financially and in kind, by a number of organisations and individuals. Financial 

arrangements are not subject to public reporting requirements.

Reports

The KHSD team produce an activity report quarterly and annually internally and to the KHA. This and our 

other activity reports are also made available on the KHSD website.

Registration

Registration on the website is entirely voluntary. All content accessible to all visitors and the need to register 

is only required when a visitor wishes to;



 Contact other members

 View or search the membership list

 Use the CHAT feature

Add content to the website such as;

 Adding pictures, voting etc

 Posting in the forum

 Adding comments to articles

People who register on the website voluntarily are highly desirable to the KHSD and to other members who 

wish to make contact with people they knew at KHS. 

Summary

Although this report is retrospective and the details of our plans for the coming year are still being considered 

we expect significant growth in the existing areas on the website with an introduction of new and interesting 

items together with an emphasis on fund raising.

 A complete change in style and design was produced late in 2010.

 The website membership of registered users is now 201.

 The website has been visited by 14,504 unique visitors from 105 countries viewing 97,329 pages 

equating to 7 pages per visitor. From January 2011 there have been 9,000 unique visitors (almost 3 

million hits) delivering predicted growth as knowledge of the website spreads.

 There have been 90 individual articles published during the year from approximately 20 sources a 

figure not including feature articles prepared in the previous period but published in the current one.

 A number of new sections have been added to cater for the increased involvement of current staff and

pupils which is part of our overall development to present current activities at KHS.

It is clear the KHSD website has had a significant and positive impact in every area of the alumni community 

world wide. We have also started to see a similar effect on organisations linked to and with current events on 

The Hill.

Whatever our differences are in age or attitude we share a common experience linking us across time,

right to the present day.



Activity Detail

1) Picture Archive

The picture archive is a popular area of the website resulting in an array of user activity from simple viewing 

to downloading, sending to others, voting, commenting, users uploading and special requests for copies.

a. Total pictures – 980

b. Total categories – 293

c. Hits (views) – 33,253

d. Comments – 20

e. Votes – 12

There are over 1,000 pictures to add to the archive in the coming months. 

2) The Forum

Whilst the forum is not particularly popular when measured in terms of activity it has proved useful to those 

who have found reason to post on it.

a. Forums – 13

b. Threads – 14

c. Total posts – 32

The forum will be upgraded later this year to add a feature enabling users to be notified of new posts, topics 

and threads by email, ensuring they don’t miss anything regardless of how frequently they visit the website. 

This will also assist the forum management team by ensuring an early response to any post, thus improving 

its use and user experience.

3) The popular

We receive statistical visitor data from a number of sources. From this data the aims of the website in 

preserving our memories is clearly of primary interest to our visitors. The impact and success of newer types 

of articles or sections can be also measured. The top 8 pages / sections are;

a. C E Baring Young (2,654)

b. The Early Years (2,318)

c. Over The Hill (1,943)

d. The aims of the KHSD are (1,845)

e. Regular Magic Moments (1,830)

f. Video (1,712)

g. All My Yesterdays (1,594)

h. 1930's - 1940's (1,507)

The coming year will see a focus in producing historical content, such as from the Ralph Mann book and 

encouraging individuals to submit articles about their time on and since The Hill.



4) The Newsletter

Feedback indicates this is very popular and when issued has a direct short term impact on visitors and activity 

on the website.

a. Last newsletter sent on 05/03/2011

b. Was read by 217 subscribersi

i. Individuals do not need to register on the website to receive the newsletter, this is the case for 15 people

5) People Comment

Direct feedback from our registered users is a key feature of the website, not only does it bring people into 

direct contact with KHSD and the other organisations represented but also with each other. There have been 

94 comments to date on a range of articles.

6) The effect of the world map

News of the two people living in Australia who were at KHS at different times and who met because of the 

world map feature proves the concept of providing everything people might use rather than only providing 

what we decide they will use.

7) Historical Research

The website has resulted in Mike Kent seeing a significant rise in interest from people who have had, at some 

point in time, a family member educated at KHS. In some cases the stunning detail of that person’s life at 

KHS, discovered in the archive by Mike, has been truly amazing; delighting the recipient where much of the 

information was entirely unknown to the family.

The coming year

One of the primary aims of the KHSD team in the coming year is to raise enough money to be fully self 

funded. We intend to source this funding initially from alumni then through sponsorship and advertising.

The website cost including domain name, hosting, team training, email, updates, article publication and image 

processing is £2,600 per year. This is half the cost of the WAKHA website, about a quarter of the cost on the 

open market and represents outstanding value given the end result.

Should we receive significant funds we will secure the future of the website over the next 5 years then use 

any balance to organise a number of fund raising events off and on The Hill. These events will be designed to 

cater to as wide an audience of alumni and their respective needs as possible.

Will you help?


